Contrast sensitivity is an important characteristic of the human visual system (HVS), which is widely used in image and video signal processing. For visual quality assessment, static spatio-temporal frequency based contrast sensitivity function (CSF) is often used, while the contrast sensitivity can also be affected by smooth pursuit of eyes when tracking attentive regions in the field of view. This paper proposes to tune CSF based on an attention map derived from a visual attention model. The tuned CSF formulated by spatial frequency, temporal velocity, and visual attention map is used to filter video signals in order to construct a quality metric according to the difference of the filtered signals between a reference video and its distorted version. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed attention tuned spatio-velocity CSF outperforms the traditional spatio-temporal CSF in evaluating the perceived video quality.
INTRODUCTION
Video quality can be degraded by different distortions introduced in the chain of digital video signal processing, such as compression errors caused by lossy compression schemes (MPEG-4, H.264/AVC), transmission errors in wireless communication, and packet losses common in IP networks. Perceptual assessment for Quality of Experience (QoE) is becoming a critical issue in multimedia services [1] . Even though subjective quality assessment is the most reliable way to evaluate the perceived video quality, it is always expensive in the manpower and time costs. In order to construct objective quality metrics that can automatically measure the perceived video quality with high correlation with the subjective quality judgment, the characteristics of the human visual and perception systems are taken into account. Among these characteristics, an important one is that the human visual system (HVS) has different sensitivities to different spatial and temporal frequencies, which is termed by contrast sensitivity function (CSF). Most of the video quality metrics use static CSF that only considers the spatial-temporal frequencies to filter video frames, and then the perceived quality is usually calculated by the difference of the filtered signals between a reference video and its distorted versions [2] . However, visual and physiological experiments have demonstrated that contrast sensitivity of the HVS is affected not only by spatialtemporal frequency of visual scenes, but also by the velocity of moving objects mapped on the retina, called retinal velocity [3] .
In addition, for practical applications in measuring the contrast sensitivity of the HVS, it is important to take into account the viewers' eye movements during watching a video presentation. There are basically three types of eye movements: drift movement, smooth pursuit, and saccadic movement, in which the smooth pursuit eye movement occurs when the eyes are tracking a region of interest [4] . Smooth pursuit movement usually reduces the object velocity from the image plane to the retina. The retinal velocity of a moving object can be derived from its physical velocity using a geometrical model. S. Daly [5] has constructed an engineering model to simulate the spatiovelocity CSF by taking the smooth pursuit eye movement into account.
Visual attention is an important attribute of the human visual and perception systems, while it has not drawn enough attention in measuring the contrast sensitivity of HVS and its application in visual quality assessment. In [6] , H. Yee et al. have assumed that visual system's efficiency to track objects is linearly proportional to the saliency of the objects in a visual scene that was measured by an image saliency model proposed by L. Itti et al. [7] . Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that those non-salient regions in a visual field can be more tolerant to degradations than salient regions, given that the perceived visual quality will not reduce significantly. Therefore, visual attention or saliency can be integrated in the visual contrast sensitivity and further used in the perceived video quality assessment.
Saliency of a visual object is its state or quality of standing out relative to neighboring objects, which is closely related to the studies of visual attention mechanism. Inspired by the behavior and the neuronal architecture of the early primate visual system, a saliency model proposed by L. Itti et al. [7] constructs a single topographical saliency map by combing the contrast of multi-scale image features, such as colors, intensity, and orientations, under the socalled "Feature Integration theory (FIT)". The researches on visual attention are classified into two main categories: bottom-up and top-down approaches. The bottom-up approach is to construct a computational model for detecting visual attention regions based on low-level features of visual signals, since some visual stimuli are intrinsically salient in a given context. The top-down approach is usually driven by a certain task, such as searching for a color target, and a model is then built based on visual features which are correlated with such task. A lot of efforts have been made in the development of bottom-up attention models. Psychophysical and psychological studies have shown that visual attention can be predicted from a number of visual factors or features [7] - [9] . In [9] , some visual features, such as motion, contrast, size, shape, color, location have been extracted to develop a visual attention model for predicting attention regions and computing attention map that can describe the conspicuity at each local of an entire video frame. In this work, we first propose an attention model following the bottom-up approach based on several visual features. An attention map is then computed from the attention model and used in tuning the contrast sensitivity of HVS. The attention tuned spatio-velocity CSF is employed in the perceptual video quality assessment. The experimental results with respect to two publicly available video quality databases demonstrate that the attention tuned CSF outperforms the traditional CSF in estimating the perceived video quality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a visual attention model for video sequences. The attention tuned contrast sensitivity model is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents a video quality metric using the difference between a reference video and its distorted versions filtered by the spatio-velocity CSF. The experimental results with a comparison to other quality models are reported in Section 5, and finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
VISUAL ATTENTION MODEL
Bottom-up visual features, including skin information, region contrast to its surroundings, the size of regions, motion clues and object locations, are used to construct the proposed visual attention model in this work. They have been found to be significant attention attractors in our eyetracking experiments. In normal situations, human eyes usually move 3-5 times per second to align interest with foveas. Therefore, it is unnecessary to model the visual attention in each frame, since observers' attention might keep unchanged during a short period when watching a video sequence. We assume that the frequency of eye movement is determined by the spatial complexity and temporal activity of video content. Then, a spatio-temporal index (STI) indicating the characteristics of video content is defined as in Eq. (1): 0.006
where std(F) denotes the standard deviation of a video frame F, ||MV|| and |AR| denote the magnitude of the motion vector obtained from an optical flow estimation method and the absolute redundancy between the current and reference frames, mean T is temporal averaging over all frames in a video sequence, and mean S denotes spatial averaging over pixels in a frame. In Eq. (1), the first part can describe the spatial complex, whilst the second part indicates the temporal activity in a video sequence. Generally speaking, a higher STI value indicates that the video scene contains complex spatial details and strong temporal activity, and consequently, we assume that the attention regions in this video will be switched frequently, i.e. 5 times per second. Two threshold values (0.5 and 1.0) for STI derived from an experiment with a large number of video sequences have been set. If STI≥1.0 in a sequence, we assume that the human eyes move 5 times per second when watching the sequence and the frequency of modeling the visual attention can be determined according to the frame rate. If STI<0.5 and 0.5≤STI<1.0, 3 and 4 are used as the frequencies of fixation changes, respectively.
Human vision usually pays attention to the regions where the face and hands are located, because they are, in principle, the most important regions of video sequences containing human subjects. In this work, a skin detection method using the hue-saturation-value (HSV) color space was implemented to determine whether or not each pixel has a skin color. Subsequently, a skin attention map value for each detected skin region is derived according to the proportion of the region size against the video frame size.
Furthermore, regions that have a high contrast with their local surroundings and large objects can usually attract more visual attention. To calculate the contrast and size of different regions in a video frame, a statistical region merging segmentation algorithm [10] for color images has been employed. For each segmented region, the definitions of the luminance contrast of a region with its surround and the size of a region as in [9] were adopted. Consequently, the corresponding region contrast attention map and region size map can be derived.
Motion is the most significant clue in video sequences. In general, an object with fast speed and coherent spatial and temporal moving directions can attract more attention than others. However, according to Daly's experiments on the smooth pursuit behavior of human eyes [5] , the eyes can track moving targets reliably up to a speed of 80.0 degree/second. Beyond that, tracking is erratic. We have adopted a motion attention model in [8] according to the intensity, spatial and temporal coherence of moving directions, and then improved it by taking into account the tracking capability of eyes, as given in Eq. (2):
,
where M denotes the magnitude of the motion vectors, SE is the spatial entropy of moving directions among those blocks around the target block in the same frame, and TE denotes the entropy of moving directions among blocks spanning the identical temporal position with the target block in the frames around the target frame, and TM is a threshold to limit the eye tracking capability, computed by: 80 (pixels degree) frame rate TM  
where 80 indicates that the tracking reliability of the eyes is up to 80 degrees/second, and the pixels/degree can be measured from the viewing distance and the pixel density of the screen. Above, we have modeled four visual features that attract or influence viewers' attention and generated the individual feature maps. The attended regions can be detected from an overall attention map that can represent the conspicuity at each location. It is therefore natural to fuse these feature maps to generate an overall attention map. However, these feature maps were modeled in different ways and they represent modalities that are not easily comparable. Therefore, we adopted a dynamic normalization operation proposed by L. Itti et al. [7] to normalize all the feature maps into a comparable range. First, each feature map is normalized into a range [0, 1] to eliminate the modality-dependent amplitude differences. Second, the locations of the map's global maximum 1 are localized, and then the average (ALM) of all its other local maxima is computed. Finally, the feature map is globally multiplied by (1-ALM) 2 . In addition, observers usually pay more attention to the objects close to the center of a visual scene and in video capturing the intention is to allocate the most interesting objects around the center of the image. Therefore, a 2D Gaussian filter with the center located in the middle of the video frame is applied to the feature maps. The Gaussian filter is generated in the following steps: 1) Design a Gaussian kernel with dimension [2*h, 2*w] and the standard deviation 2 2 h w  , where h and w denote the height and width of video frame;
2) The center [h, w] of the Gaussian kernel is extracted and normalized into the range [0, 1], that is used as Gaussian filter.
Subsequently, these normalized feature maps, including the skin attention map (SAM), the region contrast map (RCM), the region size map (RSM), and the motion attention map (MAM), are summed into a preliminary attention map (PAM), that is filtered by the Gaussian filter G, as in Eq. (4):
where * denotes the convolution operation.
Moreover, the visual attention usually intends to track interesting objects in the visual field, and therefore, tracking the most salient region from a previous video frame will direct the visual attention in the current frame. For example, if an observer is fixated at a point in the previous frame, the corresponding point and the affiliated region in the current frame are likely to be the new fixation point and attention region. In this work, the fixation point in the previous frame is first detected using a winner-takes-all (WTA) neural network proposed in [7] , and its corresponding point in the current frame can be localized using the motion vector. A region containing this point is then determined by the region segmentation result in the current frame. Subsequently, all the image blocks belonging to this region will inherit the attention map values from their reference blocks in the previous frame, and the map values of other blocks outside this region are set to 0. Consequently, another map, region tracking map (RTM), can be generated.
Finally, the overall visual attention map (VAM) is generated by maximizing the preliminary attention map and the region tracking map as in Eq. (5): Figure 1 . Reference video frame, feature maps, fixation point, and visual attention map. Figure 1 illustrates an example with a video frame from the LIVE video quality database [11] , the normalized feature attention maps, and the overall visual attention map.
ATTENTION TUNED CONTRAST SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of the HVS changes with the spatial frequency of the still visual scene. The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) usually peaks between 4-5 cycles per degree (cpd) and falls rapidly at higher frequencies. For moving pictures, the HVS varies in sensitivity, however, with temporal frequency. This effect has been studied by D.H. Kelly by measuring threshold contrast for viewing travelling sine waves [3] . According to Kelly's experiments, the contrast sensitivity changes significantly with the retinal velocity, the velocity of target objects mapped on the retina. An experimentally derived spatio-velocity CSF is given in Eq. (6), and Figure 2 shows the spatio-CSF curves at different velocities. 
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where f denotes the spatial frequency, v R is the retinal velocity, and the constants are c 0 =1.14, c 1 =0.67, and c 2 =1.7 which were both derived from Kelly's measurements. Furthermore, except for the absolute retinal velocity mapped from the physical velocity of stimulus, the eyes can track objects of interest to keep them in the foveal region in which the human vision has its highest acuity. Such tracking capability, a.k.a. smooth pursuit, reduces the retinal velocity of the tracked objects and thus compensates for the loss of sensitivity due to motion. According to the measurements by S. Daly [5] , the smooth pursuit compensated retinal velocity can be modeled by: min{0.82 0.15, 80}
where v R is the compensated retinal velocity, v P is the physical velocity, and the value 0.82 derived from Daly's experiments indicates that the eyes track objects in the field of view with an efficiency of 82%.
Although the smooth pursuit of eyes can compensate the retinal velocity of visual stimuli, not every object in the visual field attracts equal attention for human perception. As mentioned in Section 2, the attentive intensity of different regions can be modeled by the respective attention map values. When applying the CSF model in visual quality assessment, those regions that cannot attract enough attention may have larger error tolerance and will not cause significant degradation on the perceived quality. In addition, it has been found that the visual attention can enhance the contrast sensitivity across CSF [12] . Therefore, we adopted the assumption in [6] that visual system's efficiency to track objects is linearly proportional to the saliency of the objects in a visual scene, as attentive objects can be more compensated to have a lower velocity on the retina. Subsequently, the smooth pursuit compensated retinal velocity in Eq. (7) is modified by taking into account the visual attention information as follows: min{0.82 0.15, 80} 
VIDEO QUALITY ASSESSMENT
In this work, the CIELAB color space that can be converted from the normal RGB color space or YUV format was used in constructing the video quality model. Compared with the sensitivity to chromatic components, the HVS is more sensitive to the changes or quality degradation on the luminance component, hence, only luminance component in the LAB color space was used in our experiments. Motion information, expressed by the physical velocity at each pixel obtained from an optical flow estimation method on the luminance component of a video sequence, has been employed in the motion attention model. The physical velocity is also used in calculating the retinal velocity at each pixel by combining the visual attention map, as in Eq. (8) . Subsequently, in order to compare the perceptual difference between a reference video and its distorted version, the luminance component of each frame in both a reference video sequence and its distorted frame is filtered in spatial frequency domain and then weighted by the spatio-velocity CSF.
To perform the spatial filtering, a frame is decomposed into spatial frequencies using the Difference-of-Gaussian (Laplacian) Pyramid transform. The Laplacian pyramid has peak spatial frequency responses at 16, 8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 cpd. Each level L of the Laplacian pyramid is them normalized as in Eq. (9) to obtain the estimation of the spatial frequency in each band j. Figure 2 . Velocity dependent contrast sensitivity [3] .
The difference of the band-pass responses f at each peak frequency i between the reference and the distorted frames is then weighted by the spatio-velocity CSF in Eq. (6). Subsequently, a difference map (D) between the reference and the distorted frames can be generated using the average of the weighted differences over all frequencies. Finally, the mean value of the difference maps over all the temporal frames and spatial pixels can be computed as in Eq. (10), which is taken as the quality index of the distorted video.
[
EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed video quality model based on the visual attention tuned spatiovelocity contrast sensitivity, we employed two publicly available video quality databases, the VQEG FR-TV Phase I database [13] and the LIVE video quality database [11] . As a comparison, we also implemented a video quality measure using ST-CIELAB [2] , in which the static spatio-temporal CSF was integrated without taking into account the influence of the attention tuned smooth pursuit on the contrast sensitivity. In our experiments, only the luminance difference in ST-CIELAB color space was used as the quality measure. In addition, the widely used metric, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was included in the experiments as the benchmark.
Because different video quality models may have different score scales, a nonlinear regression operation between metric results (VQ) and subjective scores (MOS or DMOS), as suggested by VQEG, was performed first as following:
The nonlinear regression function was used to transform the set of metric values to a set of predicted MOS values, MOS P , which were compared against the actual subjective scores and then resulted in four evaluation criteria: rootmean-squared error (RMSE), Pearson linear correlation coefficient, Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient and outlier ratio. Table 1 gives the evaluation results of the proposed model, ST-CIELAB measure, and PSNR, with respect to the two video quality databases. According to the experimental results, the proposed model has a better performance than ST-CIELAB, which demonstrates that visual attention has a significant impact on the contrast sensitivity of the HVS and can further improve the capability of a CSF-based video quality metric in measuring the perceived video quality. Thus, not only static spatial and temporal frequency of visual stimuli, but also the psychological attention mechanism should be taken into account in modeling the contrast sensitive of human vision. Additionally, according to the experimental results, PSNR always has the worst performance. This is because it does not take into account the characteristics of the HVS.
Furthermore, as the contrast sensitivity of human vision can be influenced by the velocity of visual stimuli, it is interesting to compare the performance of CSF-based quality models with respect to video data sets with different motion levels. Hence, we classified the video sequences in the VQEG and LIVE databases into two subsets: high-level and low-level motion, in terms of the magnitude of the motion. However, the VQEG and LIVE video quality database were produced in different subjective quality experiments, and the test conditions, rating scales and many other test variables are different from each other. Thus, it is difficult to compare or combine the quality judgment results of these two subjective experiments directly. For combining multiple video quality databases into one and evaluating the robustness of a quality model across the video quality data sets, M. Pinson et al. [14] proposed an objective method for combining multiple subjective data sets, which can map the sets onto a single common scale using an iterated nested least squares algorithm (INLSA). In our experiments, we Table 2 gives the evaluation results of the quality models in the two subsets. According to the evaluation results, we can find that the spatio-velocity CSF has a little more significant influence on those video sequences with high-level motion when compared to the sequences with low-level motion. The reason is that the static spatio-temporal CSF based quality model cannot capture the influence of motion information on the perceived video quality. Such influence might become more significant when the motion intensity is at a high level. Additionally, the impact of visual attention on the contrast sensitivity in high-level motion scenarios might be higher than that in low-level motion situations. However, this observation needs to be more justified in extensive experiments in our future work.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have proposed an attention tuned visual contrast sensitivity model and applied it in perceptual video quality assessment. A visual attention model that can detect attention regions and compute attention map from video sequences was first developed. The traditional CSF was then compensated by the visual information according to the smooth pursuit eye movement which is tuned by the attention map. The spatio-velocity CSF was employed in filtering a reference video and its distorted version and the difference between the filtered results can be taken as a quality measure of the distorted video. The experimental results with respect to two publicly available video quality databases have demonstrated the promising performance of the proposed quality model. Only the contrast sensitivity of HVS has been employed in measuring the perceptual difference between the reference and distorted sequences in this work. Whereas, human perception on signal quality degradation can be influenced by other characteristics of the HVS, e.g. color adaptation, masking effect, foveated vision. Therefore, the proposed CSF based quality measure might not outperform other advanced video quality models that have taken into account more attributes of the human visual and perception systems, e.g. PDM [15] . Additionally, human vision has different contrast sensitivities to chrominance information from luminance stimulus. In future work, we will employed more accurate quality features, as well as other important characteristics together with the attention tuned spatiovelocity CSF, for the development of more accurate video quality models.
